Creature Comforts - Press Release
A surprising, uplifting look at the role of technology in our lives and the power of play
Feet off the Ground are excited to announce a brand new family-friendly outdoor show. FOTG bring their vast experience of performance and education
to this new 26 minute show that seamlessly blends contemporary dance, stilt walking, contact work, physical theatre and audience interaction. A duet
between 'Flynn' and a mysterious four-legged stilt-walking creature that surprises and delights audiences. Creature Comforts is part of FOTG's strategy
to create new outdoor work to bring dance out to audiences and engage diverse ranges of people in fun, surprising and interactive ways.
Creature Comforts follows the story of Flynn, whose phone is squashing her mind and her imagination. She doesn't event notice when a mysterious
four-legged creature appears. Can she stop scrolling and start strolling with this magnificent creature? A familiar tale to families of juggling screen time,
and a real adventure for our younger viewers to remind them that there is magic all around us.
Now available for touring summer-autumn 2021 and pre-booking for 2022. FOTG are proud to offer an original version and a modified covid-safe
version alongside additional "Monster Movement" workshop offerings for kids and their adults. An adaptable, multi-level offering means Creature
Comforts can work in most outdoor contexts and be flexible in an ever-changing climate.
Feet off the Ground said: ‘’Creature comforts has been a joyful experience for the collective. Creating a piece with so much colour, vibrancy and
accessibility has been incredibly refreshing. We are so excited to be able to share Creature Comforts with diverse audiences in outdoor spaces’’.
Feet off the Ground is a female-led contemporary dance collective who are passionate about the role of dance, creativity and expression in education
and young people's lives. The collective formed in 2013 and has performed and taught extensively in the UK and Europe. They have presented in a range
of contexts including theatres, schools, festivals and public outdoor spaces.
For more information please contact our producer Eve by emailing eve@feetofftheground.co.uk and visit www.feetofftheground.co.uk/creature-comforts

